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The Department of Humanities and Social Sciences
brings out its monthly newsletter “Yen
Samachara" coordinated by Mrs. Shilpa S. Yen
Samachara is the compilation of the reports of the
activities conducted in the dept. The students are
provided a platform to write Articles, Columns,
Cartoons, Letters to the Editor, Poems, and much
more which would enhance their writing skills. The
team of students edits and designs the newsletter.
On the whole, students from the Dept of
Journalism, it a platform provided for them to
exhibit their skills, which would benefit them in
their career. 
                                                             Mr. Johnson W S

Beginning in August 2023, the Department of
Commerce initiated the process of creating the
newsletter. Along with the students, Asst. Prof. Ms.
Prakruthi P oversaw the faculty coordinator for the
newsletter. COMMERCE CHRONICLES,  “Eleating
minds, enriching souls” was the name of the
newsletter. The newsletter was started to foster
creativity and originality, giving students a forum,
and keeping them informed about current
developments in the commerce world. The
department’s activities, special lectures, and events
are listed here along with student pieces and
faculty-written editorial columns.
                                                        Mrs. Leela Sabatini

 See page 3---for report 

The newsletter is named ‘BIZ TRENDZ’ and
coordinated by Mr. Manoj M D, Assistant
Professor, Department of Business Administration
as it truly encompasses the achievements and
milestones of the Department of Business
Administration and tells the efforts and success of
the department as a whole. It acts as a testimony
to the talents of students and the role of the
department in shaping young minds, and
preparing them to live a life of integrity and
success. We are busting out the exit to Evolve
Newsletter. As we, spring forth a contemporary
newsletter termed BIZ TRENDZ.
                                         Mr. Robin Sharath Kumar

The department of Computer Science had a release
of the department newsletter INNOVIBE by the 5th
of every month. The Newsletter committee team
include faculty coordinator, Mrs. Savitha.M M. The
newsletter maintained an appropriate tone for its
audience (students, faculty, staff, alumni, etc). The
facts, figures, and information presented are
accurate and up-to-date. Th content demonstrated
relevance to the Computer Science Department,
covering topics ranging from research updates to
alumni achievements. The content, while
informative, could be enhanced with deeper
technical insights and inclusion of current trends in
computer science.
                                                    Mrs. Reena Sebastian
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  “Embracing the Spirit of Giving”
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As we bid farewell to another year filled
with challenges, triumphs, and growth, the
spirit of Christmas graces us with its
warmth and joy. The twinkling lights, festive
decorations, and the sound of carols
resonate throughout our campus, creating a
magical atmosphere that unites us all. This
holiday season, let us come together as a
Christ family to celebrate the essence of
Christmas and reflect on the values that
make this time of year truly special.

Amidst the hustle and bustle of university
exams, attendance, and the anticipation of
a well-deserved break, it is crucial to pause
and appreciate the importance of kindness,
generosity, and community. Christmas is a
season of giving, a time when the joy of
sharing extends far beyond the exchange of
material gifts. It is an opportunity to extend
a helping hand, offer a kind word, and foster
connections that make our college
experience richer and more meaningful.

As we take a moment to reflect on the
past year, let us acknowledge the
resilience and perseverance that each
staff and students of our Christ family
has demonstrated. Together, we have
navigated uncertainties, adapted to new
challenges, and supported one another
through thick and thin. The bonds we've
formed, both in and out of the
classroom, are the true gifts that make
our college journey unique.

This Christmas, let us embrace the spirit
of giving in various ways. Extend a
friendly smile to a stressed-out
classmate, share a meal with someone
who may be spending the holidays away
from home, or contribute to local
community initiatives that embody the
true meaning of the season. Our
collective efforts, no matter how small,
can make a significant impact and
create a positive ripple effect that
extends far beyond our campus
borders.
 
As we celebrate Christmas, let us
remember those who may be facing
challenges during this time. Whether it's
through volunteering, supporting local
charities, or simply being there for a
friend in need, let us embody the values
of compassion and empathy that define
the Christmas spirit. May the coming
year bring new opportunities for
growth, learning, and continued
camaraderie.
                                           Rev Fr Jinto Jose 
                                                 Principal

Editorial Page



    Investiture Ceremony 

    International Day of Democracy celebrated

The Student Welfare Office, Christ College, Mysuru on Saturday,
16th September organized the badging ceremony of the Student
Council members and the Class Representatives for the year 2023-
24 in the college auditorium.

The ceremony began with the welcoming of the Rev Fr Jinto Jose,
Principal & Rev Fr Rejo Jacob, Academic Coordinator.  
The ceremony started with a prayer by the College Choir along
with the light of the lamp as a sign of inviting positivity in the
place. Rev Fr Rejo Jacob, then, addressed the gathering by wishing
the student council the “best of luck”. 

Later, the Holy Scriptures from the Bible, Quran & Bhagavad Gita
were read out. The main highlight of the event, the badging
ceremony took place where all the Class Representatives and the
student Coordinators of various committees were badged by the
Principal, Academic Coordinator, and Faculty coordinators of
various committees respectively, which was followed by the oath-
taking ceremony administered by Rev Fr Jinto Jose, Principal of
Christ College.

T h e  B a d g i n g  o f  S t u d e n t  C o u n c i l  2 K 2 3  

Dignitaries on the dais

The International Day of Democracy is celebrated around the
world on 15th September each year, and this day is
celebrated at Christ College, Mysuru to enrich the student’s
knowledge of Democracy.

The International Day of Democracy was established through
a resolution passed by the UN General Assembly in 2007,
encouraging governments to strengthen and consolidate
democracy. The students of Christ College gathered in the
quadrangle at 9:40 a.m. and the celebration began with the
welcoming of Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Principal, and Rev. Fr. Rejo
Jacob, Academic Coordinator, onto the dais. 

Mrs. Rashmi D, Faculty Coordinator, then, administered the
Preamble of India as an oath taken by every citizen of the
Republic of India. Mr. Alwin Pavan, Asst. Prof. Department of
English gave the gathering an insight and explained the
importance of Democracy and the International Day of
Democracy. 

Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose CMI, Principal, and Rev. Fr. Rejo Jacob
CMI, Academic Coordinator, Christ College, Mysuru graced
the occasion. The emcee for the day was Mrs. Shilpa S, HOD,
Department of Journalism and Mass Communications. All the
faculty members and students of various departments of
Christ College were present.

Administering of the Preamble 

International Day of Democracy
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    KANNADA SHOULD NOT BE ONLY NOVEMBER 1, IT SHOULD BE NO.1

On 21st November 2023, the Department of Kannada
Language at Christ College Mysuru organized various
competitions and an event named “Nudi Habba''on
account of Kannada Rajyotsava in the college Auditorium
at 11:30 a.m. The guest for the event was Guru Prasad,
singer SA RE GA MA PA season 19, finalist.

The first competition conducted was a group dance
based on the theme of Kannada Rajyotsava held on 3/11
/2023 and 7/11/2023 Ashu Kavitha competition and on
8/11/2023 Kavi Kruthi Competitions were held and
9/11/2023 was followed by Ashu Bhashana Competition.
Other than these competitions, there was a state-level
online Bhavageethe competition named “Bhava Kogile''. 

On 21st November 2023, “Nudi Habba” was followed by a
main event the valedictory session, and prize distribution
where the program started with the release of the
newsletter “Christ Samachara” a Kannada newsletter by
the dignitaries. 

The event was followed by soothing songs from the guest
Guru Prasad who sang various Kannada songs followed
by the dance performance by the winners and the
runners of the dance competition held on 3/11/23. 

A group dance performance by 80 students marking
Kannada Rajyotsava in the college quadrangle
enthralled the gathering. 

The Emcee of the event were Sachita and Sanjay of
final year BCA. Divya of final year BBA welcomed the
gathering. The Profile of the guest was read by Sachita
of final year BCA and at the end, the vote of thanks
was rendered by Shreya. G of final year BA. The guest
was felicitated by Rev. Fr. Rejo Jacob, Academic
Coordinator, and Mrs. Lakshmi MS, Assistant
Professor, Department of Kannada Christ College
Mysuru.

Felicitating the Guest

    Snippets of the Dance performance

KRISTOS
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    NSS 2023 : INAUGURATION & ORIENTATION 
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The Orientation and Inauguration of NSS was organized on 23
September 2023 at 11 am in the college auditorium. Mr M B Suresh
NSS coordinator University of Mysore the Chief guest and the
resource person B N Hemalatha NSS program officer, DePaul
College Belagola Mysuru. The program was inaugurated by the
dignitaries along with Principal  Rev Fr Jinto Jose  & Mr Vedaraju K A.

Dr Suresh M B inspired young volunteers by his words and he said
about the camps which are going to be conducted in NSS and
motivated the volunteers by giving the  LIVE examples of how the
volunteers change the society as well as themselves. Later, the
resource person Hemalatha B N took over the session and gave a
brief description of the NSS and its benefits, motto, vision, and
mission.

Dignitaries on the Dias 

   varnatulika: cluster of cultures and literary

On 6th October 2023, The Department of Languages at
Christ College Mysuru organized a Language Fest
“Varnatulika” to celebrate the various cultures and,
diversities mainly to impart linguistic knowledge to
students. The balloons were aired in the lawn area at 9
am to mark the inauguration by Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose
Principal, principal of Christ College Mysuru, and Rev.
Fr. Rejo Jacob Academic Coordinator, of Christ College
Mysuru, along with the event coordinator Mrs Ranjini
Asst—Prof. Dept of Hindi, Christ College Mysuru. 

Then the event was carried out with various
competitions such as Enactment of Soliloquy, Poetry
Recitation, Debate, Quiz, Painting, Pick and Speak, and
Janapada Geethe which were held. The students took
part with great enthusiasm. All these competitions were
held in the morning session simultaneously in different
venues. 
A Group Dance Competition followed the afternoon
session. Three different groups from BBA, BCA, and
B.Com participated in the competition. 

The group dances were well presented, they
showcased themselves and their dance uniquely. Each
dance performance had its theme. Soon after the
group dance, Painting, and Collage-making
competitions were conducted in the auditorium.  

During the valedictory Principal Rev Fr Jinto Jose
distributed the certificates and medals for the Winners
and Runners of various competitions conducted. 

The Emcee for the Inauguration session was Thondoti
Pavani of 1st BCA, Somu of 1st BCA welcomed the
gathering and a vote of thanks for the inauguration was
rendered by Yashaswini M of 3rd BA. 

The Emcee for the Valedictory session was Thondoti
Pavani of 1st BCA, the welcome speech was by Ravi
Kumar of 2nd BCA vote of thanks for the valedictory
was rendered by Aditi of 1st BBA. Students and staff
were present for the event.

Dignitaries inaugurating the ceremony by airing the balloons 

Dignitaries during the invocation of the ceremony 

Reports
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   Fresher's day- Coming together is a beginning 

   PERSONAL Care is not a luxury it's a necessity

The orientation also addressed environmental
concerns, as Mrs. Shilpa explained how and where to
dispose sanitary pads and she explained about campus
culture and behavior. 

Mrs. Ambika from the Department of Language,
provided an explanation about menstrual cup usage.
She explained the various sizes available, how to use
and maintain them. She shared  her personal
experiences. Additionally at the end of the orientation
Mrs. Rashmi D from the Department of Economics
gave some tips to the students about personal
hygiene. 

Students shared their feedback about orientation. This
orientation program at Christ College aimed to
empower students with knowledge and practices that
enhance personal hygiene, contributing to their overall
well-being and the betterment of the campus
environment.
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On 19th September The Department of Humanities at
Christ College, Mysuru organized a freshers party on
the theme of Barbieheimer. The venue was room no
203. The event was organized to welcome the freshers
and the event started at 4:30 PM. All the students of
1st year BA participated in the ramp walk. 

Judges for this event were Mrs. Namratha and Mrs.
Naina. Freshers gave a dance performance and a
musical chair game was conducted. Dalna was the
winner of the musical chair. One dance performance
was given by years. At the end of the program,
Nathaniel and Sr. Pavithra were awarded as Mr and Mr
Fresher. 

Students  & BA Faculty during Fresher’s Day  

Christ College, Mysore, organized an orientation on
“Personal Hygiene” on October 16th, 2023, at 11:30 a.m.
in the college auditorium by Mrs. Shilpa, HOD
Journalism and Mass Communication. 

During the orientation, Mrs. Shilpa highlighted the
importance of personal hygiene and its relevance in
every woman’s life. She mentioned that menstruation is
a natural aspect of a woman’s life and it should not
define her. 

Mrs. Shilpa also spoke about Menstrual Hygiene Day,
celebrated on May 28th, and its significance. She
shared a concerning statistics that 60% of women
suffer from vaginal and urinary tract infections each
year due to inadequate hygiene practices. To address
this issue, she advised students to always carry sanitary
napkins or menstrual cups. Mrs Shilpa S also discussed
the importance of maintaining washroom etiquette and
ensuring cleanliness in the college washrooms. She
stressed that proper hygiene is important to prevent
various health issues. 

Faculty addressing the gathering  

Faculty addressing the gathering  

Reports
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    a seven- day NSS ANNUAL SPECIAL CAMP 2022-23
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The National Service Scheme, Christ
College, Mysuru conducted an
annual special camp (2022-23) from
08/12/2023 to 14/12/2023 with the
slogan of “YOUTH TOWARDS
SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC
EDUCATION” at Christ Health and
Wellness Center Jatti Hundi, Mysuru
taluk, Mysuru. 
Rev Fr Jinto Jose, Principal, Christ
College, Mysuru, Camp Director
along with Mr Shreedhar, Yajaman of
Jattihundi, Mysuru, Shri.
Sannathamme Gowda (Swami), the
Chief Guest for the ceremony, Fr.
Jibi Thomas, Director, of Christ
Health and Wellness Center,
Jattihundi, Mysuru inaugurated the
ceremony. 50 NSS volunteers along
with NSS committee members
actively participated. 
The second day a special lecture
program was delivered by Mrs.
Rashmi D, Asst. Prof. Department of
Economics, Christ College Mysuru,
and the lecture was on personality
development. 

Third day a special lecture
programme was organised resource
person was Shri Mahadev.S,
librarian, Government First Class
College,kushalnagar, Kodagu. Then
cultural programme was organised
by the Children of Christ Health and
Wellness Centre. 
On the fourth day a special lecture
programme was organised the
Resource person was Mr Pradeep
Kumar C B, District consultant,
Swacchh Barat Mission Zilla
Panchayat Mysuru. The topic of the
lecture was Youth is the strength of
the country. 
The fifth-day free health checkup
camp was organized by Lions Club
Jivadhara Blood Bank headed by
Shri. Girish S.E Managing director
lions club Jivadhara blood bank. The
special lecture programme was
organised the Resource person was
Shri Kumar NIE first grade College
Mysuru. The topic was the book Love
in Youth. 

Sixth-day Free eye checkup camp
by Sushrutha Eye Hospital Mysore
headed by Mr Lokesh and team.
Then a special lecture was
organized the Resource person was
Dr Roshan principal of Cornerstone
PU College, Kollegala,
Chamarajanagara the topic was the
Best diet for healthy living. 
On the seventh day, the valedictory
program was organized under the
Chairmanship of Fr. Jinto Jose, The
Chief Guest Shri
Sannathammegowda Shri
Shreedhar Yajaman, Jattihundi
Mysuru. The guests were Jibi
Thomas director, of Christ Health
and Wellness Centre Jattihundi
Mysuru, and Fr. Rejo Jacob,
Administrator, of Christ College
Mysuru. 
Mr. Vedaraju K A program officer &
Christ College teaching and non-
teaching staff and lastly, all 50
volunteers were present. 

    Snippets of seven-day NSS
ANNUAL SPECIAL CAMP 2022-23

Reports
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 NSS BLOOD DONATION CAMP 

    Praveshika: In search of truth, justice through science

                            
On 5th October 2023, Praveshika, the centre for
training in competitive exams at Christ College Mysuru
organised a special visit to the Karnataka police
academy ( KPA ). Mr Renukaaryadhya DYSP gave the
introduction session about the training centre.
 The session by Mr Renukaradhya started at 10:40 am
the session began with the KPA song the students
witnessed a glimpse of the training held at KPA
through the video. Later Mr Renukaaryadhya gave a
brief introduction about the KPA and its history. The
Karnataka police academy started in the year 1892 and
maintains its legacy by training another policeman
from Pondicherry, Bhutan and Maldives. KPA also have
collaborations with German police and with the
University of Mysore. The KPA has two different fully-
fledged campuses: east and west. The east campus
includes the hostel facilities for trainees as well as the
indoor and outdoor sports area. 
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On 7th October 2023 at 2 pm Christ College NSS unit in
association with Lion’s Blood Centre Jeevadhara
organised the blood donation camp in the college
campus. The program was inaugurated by the Principal
Rev Fr Jinto Jose, Academic Coordinator Rev  Fr Rejo
Jacob, Rashmi Administrator Lion’s Jeevadhara Blood
Donation Centre & NSS program officer Mr. Vedaraju K A
Christ College Mysuru. 
Then the Principal spoke about the importance of blood,
Like one unit of blood can save four members’ life can be
saved healthy persons should donate without hesitation.
The program became very successful in donating blood,
nearly 75 NSS volunteers and 10 faculty members of
Christ College donated their blood. Dignitaries lighting the lamp & students donating blood

  . The west campus includes the administrative Blocks
and classrooms (29 acres). The KPA has been awarded
the best training center in a southern state with the
Union Home Ministers Trophy and they have also
secured ISO certification for their good training
management system recently.
The KPA offers the trainees the basic courses where
the PSI are trained for 11mo11 months and gazetted
officers are trained for 12 months the training includes
22 Indoor subjects and 11 outdoor subjects where the
indoor subjects include law classes, psychology class,
and many more as the outdoor subjects include
weapon training, physical strengthening activities. The
KPA also has various departments such as the forensic
department, criminology, library, Museum, Moot court,
and model police station. The forensic department
includes Ballistics which consists of gunpowder,
shorts, and lead shorts it also includes Toxicology,
Narcotics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and some
documents, Dactyloscopy. Later the Library includes
the subject-related book and Some old pictures of
KPA, The museum includes old weapons, Revolvers,
explosives, Firearms, Counterfeit coins, Ancient coins
etc. Later comes the main part. rtments and learn
about them.
Mr Alwin Pavan G assistant professor of English at
Christ College Mysuru spoke a few words about KPA
and thanked them for providing such an opportunity.
Shri Niranjan Raj yours N, KSPS Deputy director KPA
and Renuka Arayadhya DYSP, KPA were felicitated by
Rev.Fr Rejo Jacob, Academic coordinator, Christ
College Mysuru, Mr. Johnson WS HOD of the
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences Christ
college mysuru and Ms. Sandhra assistant professor
department of mathematics Christ college mysuru.

Praveshika students at KPA Officials 

Reports
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Connecting alumni over a cup of coffee 

On 9th October 2023, the Department of Humanities
and Social Sciences organized Coffee with Alumni in
the College Auditorium at 10:30 am. The invited
alumnus was Mr. Jibin Thomas of the 2020 passed-out
batch.

The program began with the release of the newsletter,
“Yen Samachara” by Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Principal,
Mr.Jibin Thomas, and Mr. Johnson. W. S, HOD, Dept of
Humanities and Social Sciences, Mrs. Shilpa.S, HOD,
dept. of Journalism and Mass Communication Mrs.
Rashmi. D, Asst. prof, Economics, and newsletter
coordinators Mr. Jishnav and Ms. Fiza Subair. Coffee
was served to the alumni, faculty, and all the students
who were present in the venue. 
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Mr. Jibin Thomas shared his experiences at Christ
College and all the good old memories from the past.
He discussed how he came to Mysore and learned
essential skills like self-discipline and time
management during his college years. 

Jibin also highlighted the importance of financial
responsibility, which he gained through part-time jobs.
Additionally, he spoke about how we should balance
both professional and personal life and the need for
effective communication skills to maintain strong
connections with people. 

The host for the program was Ms. Geya Reddy of 2nd
BA. Mr. Johnson. W.S., HOD Department of Humanities
and Social Sciences, and Mrs. Shilpa.S, HOD
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication
felicitated the alumnus. Rev.fr.Jinto Jose, principal,
Christ College, Mrs. Shilpa.S, HOD, Department of
Journalism and Mass Communication, Mr. Johnson.
W.S, HOD, Department of Humanities and Social
Sciences, Mrs. Rashmi. D., assistant professor
Department of Economics, and all the students of the
BA department were present at the venue.

Releasing of Yen Samachara newsletter

Department with the Alumni Alumni addressing the students 

YEN SAMACHARA
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            mental health; THE ONLY CURE IS LOVE AND COMPASSION 

           You are not alone ! we are with you !
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On 10th October 2023, the Department of Psychology
at Christ College Mysore a special talk and a street play
on “Mental Health is a Universal Human Right “ on
account of World Mental Health Day. The special talk
started at 11:00 am in the college auditorium by
lighting the lamp by the resource person  Mr
Yashwanth J, assistant professor of law, at Sharada
Vilas College Mysore. 
Before the special lecture started, the students of the
department of BA performed a play on the topic
“Mental Health is a Universal Human Right.”
The special talk started with the introduction of human
rights in which the Mental health care act 2017 was
given the most importance. Mr Yashwanth also
explained the Logistics Act 1858, how the British clan
took over the East India Company, and how they fired
British officers suffering from Mental problems. the  

He later briefly explained Article 21 which says the right
to life. He shared a few rules and regulations to be
followed while treating patients suffering from mental
problems. He then said, that 42% of people suffering
from Mental disorders and are scared to talk about it.
He gave a clear picture of the rights of people with
Mental problems. He explained about the limitations of
those rights and the lack of awareness in our society
which should be changed. He later spoke about the
problems faced by caretakers with no advantage or
financial assessment. 
 Mr. Johnson W S HOD of the Department of
Psychology and Mr. Shashikiran, Dept of Library
Sciences were present for the event. The emcee of the
session was Shreya G. of final year BA and Fiza Subair of
final year BA welcomed the gathering and the profile
reading of the resource person was done by Sheryl
Maria of final year BA and Delna of first year BA
rendered the vote of thanks.

“It takes time to bring a life to earth, but only a fraction
of a second to end a life,” said Mrs. Chaithra V while
inaugurating the session on September 9, 2023. The
Department of Psychology organized a play and a
special lecture on suicide prevention at Christ College,
Mysuru. Mrs. Chaithra V, Well-being officer, Department
of Police, Mysore District, was the guest for the day at
11:30 in the college auditorium. The guest was welcomed
with a sapling. 

The students of the Department of Humanities &
Social Sciences conducted a play on ‘Suicide
Prevention’ to create awareness among the students.
The play started with drum beats to grab the attention
of the crowd and marched towards the basketball
court. Mrs. Chaithra V, who took the initiative to
spread the word about suicide prevention and the
methods one can use to overcome those situations. 

The special lecture began with a prayer song and the
lighting of the lamp. After welcoming the session, Mrs.
Chaithra V took over the session. She started a session
with the question and made it an interactive session.
She stated the reasons for suicidal thoughts, the
methods to prevent suicidal thoughts, how societal
pressure leads to negative thoughts, and many more. 

Contd. in Page 10

Guest lighting the
lamp 

Dignitaries lighting the lamp

Department
with the

Resource
Person 

YEN SAMACHARA
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           Alumni talk- JOURNEY BEYOND GRADUATION
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Mr. Johnson WS, HOD of the Department of Humanities &
Social Sciences. Mrs. Shilpa S, HOD, Department of
Journalism and Mass Communications; and Mrs. Rashmi D,
Faculty Coordinator, were present for the session. Sheryl
Maria, a final-year BA student, was the emcee for the day, and
Shreya, a final-year BA student welcomed the gathering.
Profile reading was done by Anumol, a final-year BA student.
The guest was felicitated with a shawl and a memento. A vote
of thanks was rendered by Vishnuja of the final year BA. In the
end, all the students and faculty members left the room with
a sense of value for life and a desire to reach their goals.

Students performing the skit 

On 4th November, The Department of Humanities &
Social Sciences organized “Coffee with Alumni” with
alumnus, Ms. Nidhi K Samani, Human Resource Officer,
at the Christ College auditorium at 11 a.m.

Mrs. Shilpa S, HOD, Dept of Journalism and Mass
Communication, Ms Nidhi, and the student newsletter
coordinators released the Department newsletter
“Yen Samachara” the second edition newsletter. Ms.
Nidhi shared valuable details about her career path.
She discussed the challenges she faced, her skills, and
the lessons she learned during her journey. Notably,
she emphasized the reverence of the education that
she gained at Christ in shaping her career. She even
highlighted her memorable incidents with the teachers
in the college. The time spent on campus, the spirited
discussion in the classroom, and she shared moments
of success and failure that have sculpted them as
individual capabilities to face the complexities.
She expressed her gratitude for the opportunities and
connections she built during her time at Christ. She
also offered advice to the current students about the
importance of seizing opportunities, building strong
connections, and maintaining a strong mindset. 

Rev. Fr. Rejo Jacob, Academic Coordinator, witnessed
the talk and expressed his thoughts on how the
alumnus had a change in life, he asked the current
batch to incorporate those in their journey as well.
Mrs. Shilpa S shared her teacher-student connection
with the alumnus. 
Aakash Nair of 3rd BA was the host of the event.
Ananya of the 1st BA welcomed the gathering, Sheryl
Maria of the 3rd BA introduced the alumnus, and
Nathanael of the 1st BA rendered the vote of thanks. It
was a fun time with the alumnus and it was a
comprehensive session.

Releasing of Yen Samachara newsletter

Felicitation of the AlumniDepartment with the Alumni

YEN SAMACHARA
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MINERVA 2K23, a unique program was conducted by the
Department of Business Administration on 25th of Sept
2023 in the college auditorium. This program was
organised to showcase the talent and ability of all the
students studying in 1st and 2nd year BBA. The program
was organised by the students of final year BBA.This
program had lot of entertainment and mesmerising
events like quiz, mad ads, treasure hunt and group
dance. It was a great opportunity for all the students of
our department. The program gave an opportunity for
the students to exhibit their talents and helped the
students to learn to organise an event.

 Sahananjali M P, II BBA EVENT ORGANIZERS WITH THE FACULTY 

I N T R O X ,  THE RISING ROOKIES
On 13th of sept 2023, the Dept of BBA conducted the Fresher’s
day in the college campus. The Fresher’s party event was
structured in the three categories based on Dancing, Singing,
Drama, Stand Up Comedy & the main event Mr. & Ms.Fresher.
Every student eagerly awaits right from their time of
admission for their most remarkable event of the college
“FRESHER’S PARTY”. The party was filled with excitement, joy,
music, enthusiasm, laughter and happiness. It is the day
where seniors and juniors finally bond and unite to celebrate
being part of the college. Students were welcomed with
enthusiasm. 
                                                                     Hasmitha Patel , II BBA.

S P E C I A L  T A L K
On 27th of Sept 2023, the Dept of BBA conducted a special
talk on “Understanding Management Education Spectrum as
a Profession“ by Dr. Bindu Latha, enrouted the students goals
creating a right path. She gave a clarity on how we students
balance IQ,EQ,SQ,AQ to lead a successful managerial life.
Students were given points on how to develop a strong IQ,
EQ,SQ and AQ. Dr Bindhu Latha gave a complete insight to the
students on how to build managerial skills which would
benefit the students once they get into the industry. 
                                                                      -Nithushree V B, II BBA

FRESHERS DAY DANCE PERFORMANCE, BY FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

SPECIAL TALK BY Dr.  Bindhu Latha S

B I Z  T R E N D Z KRISTOS
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NGO VIST

 Report on NGO at Vivekananda Girijana Kalyana
Kendra [VGKK], BR Hills The students of business
administration visited the NGO at Chamarajnagar
district, BR Hills on 11 Oct 2023. This visit was
organized by the Dept of BBA, of Christ College
Mysuru. The main motive to visit [VGKK] was to
explore the lifestyles of tribal people and their
development of the socio-cultural background.
VIVEKANANDA GIRIJANA KALYANA KENDRA: The VGKK
was found by Dr. H Sudarshan in 1981. VGKK believes
in empowering tribal society and achieving
sustainable, livelihood and biodiversity conservation
keeping this culture intact.  
                                Sahananjali MP, II Year BBA

CHRISKHEL 

An event CHRISKHEL was organized by the department of sports and physical education. Various sports
events were organized and various departments participated. Both men and women sections were
encouraged. Sports events were conducted from 21 September onwards. Students of BBA came up with
many teams and won many matches against the opponents. 

 

DATES SPORTS

26/09/2023

10/10/2023

11/10/2023

25/10/2023

27/09/2023

Volleyball

Throwball

Basketball

Chess

Football
Divya V, III BBA

KRISTOS
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WEEKEND WITH ALUMNI

The “Weekend with Alumni” event was held on the 18th of
November at the college auditorium. Alumni Speakers were
Akshay Aroza who is a HR executive and Rahul B N who is an
Entrepreneur. The program began with the welcome speech from
the organizers , followed by an interactive session. The alumni
shared their experiences and insights, providing valuable advice
to current students. Alumni were allowed to share updates on
their personal and professional lives. Many highlighted significant
achievements, milestones, and contributions in their respective
fields, showcasing the collective success of the institution’s
graduates. This alumni meeting served as a reminder that
success is a journey filled with learning, challenges, and the
continual pursuit of growth. 

Vidya Sundar, III BBA

 SPECIAL LECTURE

Akshya Aroza and Rahul B N 

The “Special lecture” event conducted by the Department of
Business Administration was held on 15th of November at the
college auditorium. Ravi H Hulkoti, Vice president of Happilo
International Private Limited, gave the talk. The event began with
an invocation by Vidya Sundar of 2nd year BBA, followed by the
welcome speech and profile reading by Chirag BV and Joyal C
Joy of 2nd year BBA respectively.The MC for the day was
Sahananjali MP. The talk was about his experience and efforts
which made him successful. It truly inspired each one of us to
how
to become a successful entrepreneur. The session was so
interactive that we could post questions, and convincing
updates were given. Adding to it he also assisted in providing
internships to the students which would help us develop our
skills and acquire knowledge. Finally, the event was concluded
by honoring the resource person with gratitude. This event
served as a reminder of the quote given by Bruce Lee: “
Preparation for tomorrow, is hard work today “ 

                                                                        Laalithya KR, III BBA 

KRISTOS
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Student Coordinators

Akhil  S, III BBA Vishwas gowda  D S, III BBA Darshan  gowda M S, III BBA Shraddha B, III BBA

Sahananjali M P, II BBA Aditi hulkoti,  I BBA

Manoj M  D, asst. professor,  dept. of BBA 
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Christ College celebrated Fresher's Day 2023 on
September 14th, marking the start of an exciting
journey for incoming students. The event
included icebreaker events, a game session for
second-year B.COM students, and the Mr. and
Mrs. Freshers celebration, with guests Mrs.
Reshmi.D. and Mrs. Savita. The event was filled
with laughter and team-building activities,
fostering lasting bonds throughout their academic
careers. The evening was also filled with
exceptional cultural performances by 2nd and
3rd-year students, with dance troupes showcasing
graceful moves. 
The introduction of a new faculty member, Ms.
Mary Ancila M. J., was also a highlight, bringing a
wealth of experience and expertise to the
academic community. Freshers' Day 2023
concluded with a sense of excitement and unity
among students, and the college extends heartfelt
thanks to all participants for their contributions.
As the event concluded, the college anticipated a
year of learning, exploration, and achievement.
Incoming students are welcomed to Christ
College, where their dreams and aspirations will
find wings to soar.

PARICHAY 2K23
accountant, has 25 years of post-qualification
experience in India, the Middle East, and Europe.
He has held positions as CFO, vice president, and
finance director in leading multinational and listed
companies. Mr. Phani Datta Doddanaari Nataraju, a
certified company secretary, specializes in startup
assistance and contract establishment. He has been a
company secretary since 2014 and is the director of Sri
Kanyaka Parameshwari Cooperative Bank Limited.
During a panel discussion, Harry Kurian, a 3rd-year
student, asked about the importance of CS and the
secretorial audit to Mr. Phani Datta. He explained that it
involves the Companies Act, commercial laws, taxation,
and compliance and non-compliance with the rules and
methods of CS. He encouraged the audience to explore
more opportunities and develop a love for their
profession, stating that passion is the key to a fulfilling
career.
Mr. Raghunandan Rao has an inspirational personality
and is motivated to study for learning rather than for
examination. He believes that CA is a profession with a
certain degree of quality and that it is about filtration
among groups of individuals. He also shared the 4 P's:
passion, practice, patience, and perseverance, and
suggested efficient time management for CA exam
preparation.
As the event was concluding, Sumana B.V., of 2nd year
B.com, served as the host. The welcoming speech was
delivered by Rebecca from the second year of B.com,
while Preana of 3rd BCom and Niya Jaison from 2nd
BCom read the guest biographies. Rose Mary from 2nd
B.com cast the thank-you vote. The honored dignitaries
were congratulated by Mrs. Leela Sabatini, head of the
commerce department, and Mrs. Hemalatha N.,
assistant professor in the department at Christ College,
Mysore.

Spoorthi B.P
2nd B.Com

PANEL DISCUSSION ON CARRER OPPORTUNITIES

Prominent panelists such as Mr. CA Raghunandan
Rao and Mr. CS Phani Datta Doddanaari Nataraju
facilitate thought-provoking conversations in a
variety of settings by offering a range of
viewpoints on difficult topics.
Mr. Raghunandan Rao, a qualified chartered
accountant, public accountant, and forensic 

COMMERCE
CHRONICLES

COMMERCE CHRONICLES: DEPTARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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“Make yourself a better person with the help of
education and let the world follow you like an
inspiration”.
The Department of Commerce Fest, ARTHOTSAVA
2K23, was an event organized by the department
on October 13, 2023. The festival aimed to provide
a platform for students to showcase their talent
with a competitive spirit, conducted by final-year
B.COM students. The event featured various
entertainment and engrossing events, such as
MONOCHROME, Bang Bang, PRADARSHAN, and
ESTRATEGIA.
MONOCHROME allowed students to showcase
their photography skills, while Bang Bang was a
game with multiple levels, movie mania, and a
relay. The winners were Mr. Madan from 1st year
BCom. PRADARSHAN was a competition where
participants had to work their brains, test their
bonds with partners, and give presentations on
current situations. The winners were Ms. Thavishi
and Ms. Spoorthi D from 2nd year BCom, followed
by Ms. Pruthvi and Ms. Nidhi from 1st year
BCom.ESTRATEGIA was a marketing game where
players displayed their creative abilities in
marketing through the development of videos that
highlighted their concepts and in-depth
understanding of advancements. The event was
available to everyone from all departments and
featured events such as exquisite snacks, drinks,
and meals. 
The event was a success, exemplifying the vitality
of commerce in today's world. It was a testament
to the dedication and passion of students, faculty,
and participants who made it possible. Through
academic rigor, creative competitions, and
insightful discussions, the festival enriched our 

ARTHOTSAVA 2K23: THE COMMERCE FEST
 understanding and provided a platform for networking
and collaboration. As we wrap up this event, we look
forward to next year's event with renewed enthusiasm,
aiming to continue fostering a culture of commerce
excellence and innovation.

Preeti N. & Smitha K
3rd BCom

The Department of Commerce at Christ
College, Mysuru, hosted a special lecture on
"Marketing Strategy in the Digital Era" on
September 15. Dr. Sadia Tabassum, a Ph.D. in
management from the University of Mysore,
was the guest speaker. She has presented and
published research papers at various
international, national, and state-level
conferences, including the best paper award
for her paper at the international conference
on the dynamic of entrepreneurship.
Dr. Tabassum engaged students in
conversation and group activities before the
lecture, explaining the importance of
understanding the target market and the
concept of innovative marketing. She
highlighted the three components of innovative
marketing: empathy, originality, and
consistency. She also discussed various types
of digital marketing, such as mobile advertising
and social media marketing.
Dr. Tabassum also discussed the rise of social
media and its role in marketing, as well as the
role of influencers and social media. She
advised students to develop creative campaign
strategies using distinctive brand storytelling,
multichannel integration, and interactive
content.
Dr. Tabassum also discussed the challenges of
implementing creative strategies and advised
students to be unique and creative, understand
their customers, and collaborate and
experiment. At the end of the program, Mrs.
Leela Sebatini, HOD of the Department of
Commerce, and the department's faculties
expressed gratitude towards Dr. Tabassum for
sharing her valuable insights and inspiring the
students.

ARTHOTSAVA 2K23

CHANGE IS THE 
NATURE OF NATURE

COMMERCE
CHRONICLES
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From Concepts to Reality - An
Industrial Exploration

An industrial visit is an educational opportunity for
students to gain practical exposure to a manufacturing
facility or production plant. The Department of
Commerce at Christ College, Mysuru, organized an
industrial visit for final-year students on November 4,
2023. Mr. Srinivas Murthy greeted the students at the
Nestle facility in the Nanjangud industrial region and
gave a brief presentation about the company, its
products, and the quality of its output. He emphasized
the importance of making wholesome, sustainable
food affordable and available to everyone.
The students were then taken to watch the production
of Maggi, a favorite snack. Maggi originated in
Switzerland in 1863, when Julius Maggi created a
recipe of flavors to add taste to meals. The industrial
revolution  in Switzerland created factory jobs for
women, leaving them with little time to prepare meals.
Maggi was the first to bring high-protein legume meal
to the market in 1886,  followed by ready-made soup
made with legume meal. 
Nestlé purchased the Maggi trademark in 1947 and
offers it in soups, seasonings, sauces, and noodles. The
brand's strong brand components include taglines like
"Fast to Cook," "Good to Eat," "2-Minute Noodles,"
"Taste Bhi," and "Health Bhi."Etienne Maurice Firmin
Bouisset, a French painter, designer, and printmaker,
developed and created the Maggi logo. Maggi noodles
contribute over 20% to Nestle India's revenues, with
the only category showing a positive volume increase
in 2014 being prepared foods and kitchen tools.
 Ms. Prakruthi P., an assistant professor in the
Department of Commerce, and Mr. Sashikiran, a
librarian at Christ College in Mysuru, joined the
students. It was an enjoyable and educational
experience for the students.

Smitha K.
3Rd BCom

The Christ College Mysuru department of
commerce hosted a communication session for
alumni on October 7 to jog their memories and
inspire current undergraduates. At the event,
former students Sooraj Pai D, Swaroop Thomas,
and Sandeep S shared their individual
experiences.
Sooraj Pai D, a graduate of Christ College Mysuru
and working as deputy manager at ICICI Bank,
Bangalore, shares his experiences as a festival
and contest participant and attendee, advising
against intimidating oneself and recognizing each
individual's unique perspective. Swaroop
Thomas, a graduate of Christ College Mysore and
St. Joseph's University Bangalore, is a US tax
preparer. He encouraged fellow students to
utilize opportunities and emphasized the
importance of learning for the future. He recalled
his campus experiences and expressed gratitude
to faculty members for inviting him to a notable
event. Moving forward, the session was next
handed over to Sandeep S, who had cherished his
time in college and highlighted his degrees from
Christ College, Kristu Jayanti College, the
University of Mysuru, and Karnataka State Open
University. He expressed faith in the
organization's potential to achieve greater
heights and stressed the value of pursuing
happiness.
Assistant professors Hemalatha N., Prakruthi P.,
and Mary Ancilla, along with Mrs. Leela Sabatini,
Head of the Department of Commerce, published
the department's first newsletter, which was well-
received by both faculty and alumni. The
occasion served as a tribute to the value of
preserving memories and appreciating alumni's
distinct viewpoints.

Spoorthi B.P
2nd BCom

Celebrate the past...
Embrace the future

COMMERCE
CHRONICLES
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During a student exchange program, a student
relocates for a time to share knowledge. Students
generally attend classes and take part in academic
and cultural events at the host colleges and
universities while on exchange. The aim is to give
students a unique educational experience and expose
them to a wide range of knowledge.
On November 23, 2023, the department of commerce
at Christ College, Mysuru, organized an inter-
departmental student exchange program from 12:00
to 1:00 under the guidance of Mrs. Hemalatha N.,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Commerce . Students of
the 3rd year from the Dept. of Commerce were
divided into eight different groups, where each group
handled topics like GST, income tax, installments,
functions of management, banks, the role of the RBI,
and the stock market. Each group was assigned
different classes of BCA and BA. The session
commenced with a brief overview of the topic and the
group participants, after which the presentation took
place. Students from various backgrounds were able
to obtain knowledge from the program by receiving
knowledge and insight.
 It was an entirely different experience, and the
presentation was engaging. These kinds of events and
experiences have the potential to improve students'
communication skills and confidence. In addition to
improving their communication and exposure,
participants developed a deeper understanding of
different perspectives. For everyone participating, the
experience was valuable and enlightening, as it aided
in personal development and skill in interacting with
others.

Jisna Saji
3rd B.Com

Education without Borders: Student
Exchange Program

COMMERCE
CHRONICLES
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The session was started by a prayer
followed by the lighting of the lamps.
Then we were given a brief intro about
the college by our principal Rev. Fr.
Jinto Jose. Later our administrator
Rev. Fr. Rejo Jacob explained the
vision and mission of our college, i.e.,
'Wisdom for Wholeness'. Then the
session was taken over by Ms. Sandhra
Sam and she explained about the
various committees that is being
provided by our college. One of the
committees that we found the most
fascinating is the CSF, which is the
Christ Social Forum. Under this
committee, our college provides food
packets to the needy people every
Wednesday. Our college also provides
training to those students who are
aiming for the campus placements after
their degree. Our college also provides 

an opportunity to the students to
connect themselves to the people in
need out there and also there nature
through the NSS and NCC committee
and the Eco club committee. We were
excited to know about all the other
committees too as this was new to us.
Later, the session was handed over to
Mrs. Divya R, Department of BCA. 

She explained us about the student portal
provided by the college.She explained about
the various discipline norms of the college.
Which includes the dress code, grooming,
usage of English in the college premises,
wearing ID cards compulsorily, usage of
mobile phones and earphones, respect and
wish the teachers. Later Mrs. Rashmi D told
us about the policies to be followed during
examination.
The orientation ended with the national
anthem. We liked the fact and the
information that we were provided with  a 
5 to 10 minutes refreshment breaks in
between each sessions to relax ourselves. 

ORIENTATION FOR
FRESHER'S

Orientation 2023

A Special Talk on Career Paths in Data
Science, AI, ML, IoT, and Project
Engineering.
The BCA department at Christ College
organized a specia talk on career paths in
Data Science, AI, ML, IoT, and Project
Engineering, providing students with
valuable insights into these emerging fields
on 21st September, 2023 at 11:00 AM in the
college auditorium.Mr. Sridhar Joes,
Business Manager at Excelsoft
Technologies, Mysuru shared his valuable
insights about the exciting career paths in
Data Science, AI, ML, IoT, and Project
Engineering.Sir highlighted the growing
demand for professionals in these fields and
emphasized the 

UNLOCKING THE FUTURE importance of acquiring the
necessary skills to excel in these
domains.The talk served as a source
of inspiration and guidance for
students as they navigate their future
career choices.The emcee of the event
was Kruthika of 3rd year BCA,
welcome speech was given by
Keerthana of 2nd year BCA, the
guest profile was read by Gaana
Ganesh of 2nd year BCA and vote of
thanks was rendered by Muthmain
Banu of 3rd year BCA.
Mrs. Reena Sebastian, HOD of BCA
Department, Mrs Umadevi C, Mrs
Savitha, and other faculty members
were in attendance.

KRISTOS
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 The BCA Department of Christ
College  launched their newsletter
"Innovibe", on October 6th, 2023. 
The newsletter was released by The
Principal Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Academic
Coordinator Fr. Rejo Jacob and
Director Fr. Saitto Thomas .Mrs.
Reena Sebastian, HOD of Computer
Science department, Mrs. Savitha MM,
newsletter coordinator, Mrs. Umadevi
C, Mrs. Naina B A, Ms. Sandhra Sam,
Mrs. Angel Deepa, Mrs. Divya Girish,
Mr. Manoj Kumar and all other faculty
members, student coordinators, student
designers and class representatives were
in attendance. 
We are excited to share our latest
department news with you in our
newsletter

NEWSLETTER RELEASE 

HOD felicitating the Guest

INNOVIBE 



DEVOPS MASTERY
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HOLA NOVATOS!
2023

The hosts for the event were Arjun P
and Jeevitha M of 2nd year BCA,
welcome speech was given by Praise
Deborah of 2nd year BCA and the
judges of the event were Mr. Alwin
Pavan Gand Mrs.Ambika of
Department of Languages. The
program was concluded by vote of
thanks rendered by Vismaya of 3rd
year BCA. Mrs.Reena Sebastian,
HOD of BCA Department and other
faculty members were in attendance.

Freshers
A Fresher’s party ‘HOLA NOVATOS'
was organized for all first year students
of BCA department of Christ College
on 12th September,2023  at 4:00PM in
the college basement. Freshers party
started by welcoming all the freshers
with smily badges.It included fun
games, dance performances and other
fun activities. It was concluded with a
ramp walk by the freshers and crowning
of Mr Fresher and Ms Fresher for the
year 2023.

 the event with energy and  engagement.
Nagakishan K N of 2nd year BCA delivered
a warm welcome  speech, setting the tone for
the enlightening session. Anush, 2nd year
BCA student, skillfully presented Ms.
Savitha's profile. To further enrich the event,  
Ms.Sandra Sam, Assistant Professor of the
Computer Science Department, extended a
warm welcome to Ms. Savitha. In the end,
Mrs. Naina, Assistant Professor of the
Computer Science Department, honored
Ms.Savitha, emphasizing the department's
respect for the esteemed guest. Harsha HM
of 2ndyear BCA student, expressed gratitude
on behalf of the department, recognizing the
collective effort that made the event possible.
Throughout the event, the
unwaveringsupport of Mrs. Reena Sebastian,
HOD of the Computer Science Department, 

On November 16, 2023 the department of
Computer Science, Christ College Mysore,
organized a compelling lecture on "DevOps
Mastery :    Transforming  IT
Operation for Modern Excellence." Held in
the college auditorium at 10:30 AM. This
event aimed to unravel the intricacies of
DevOps and its profound impact on the
landscape of IT operations. The
distinguished guest speaker for
the occasion was Ms. Savitha KV, HOD of
Computer Science at Hindustan College.
Drawing from her wealth of experience,
Ms. Savitha shed light on the principles,
methodologies, and tools that constitute
DevOps, providing a comprehensive
understanding of how DevOps is
revolutionizing IT operations.
The enlightening session began with a
solemn prayer, setting a reflective and
focused atmosphere for the gathering.
Nidhi P Urs, a spirited 2nd year BCA
student, took charge as the emcee, infusing
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was evident. Her commitment to
providing students with valuable learning
opportunities played a crucial role in the
success of the special lecture.

Alumni talk was organized by Department
of Computer Science on 18th November
2023 at 12.00 p.m. in the college
auditorium, which aimed to provide current
students with valuable insights into the
professional world. Mr. Kishore G,
Associate Software Engineer, ExcelSoft
Technologies, Mysuru graduated from our
esteemed institution in the year 2021 and
was the guest for the day.He discussed the
challenges he faced in his career and
valuable lessons he learned in adapting new
roles. He shared trends and innovations on
technological advancements.Kishore
offered practical advice on
careerdevelopment, including the
importance of continuous learning,
adaptability and a proactive approach to
personal and professional growth. a
comprehensive understanding of how
DevOps is revolutionizing IT operations.
The enlightening session began with a
solemn prayer, setting a reflective and
focused atmosphere for the gathering.
Nidhi P Urs, a spirited 2nd year BCA
student, took charge as the emcee, infusing

ASSEMBLY  WITH
ALUMNI

INNOVIBE 
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PEER TO PEER EDUCATION 

CODE CARNIVAL 

 Ms. Rashmitha, a first-year BCA student,
emerged as the victor in the Solo Dance
category and in the Group Dance
competition, Miss Lydia and her team
showcased exceptional talent and were
declared the victors.
At 3:30 PM, the valedictory ceremony
commenced under the esteemed leadership
of Principal Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose. In this
concluding event, all the winners and
runners-up of the various events were
accorded recognition and honor through
the presentation of medals.With the divine
blessings, the intra-departmental fest of
Bachelor of Computer Application has
concluded successfully, and the event
wrapped up by 4:00 PM.

The Department of Computer
Application hosted Intra-Department fest
for the Juniors on the 31st of October
2023. This fest was meticulously
coordinated by Mrs.Angel Deepa, faculty
coordinator along with Mr. Charan and
Miss Arya, both distinguished members
of the 3rd year BCA program. 
Program commenced at 9:15am with Rev
Fr Saitto Thomas presiding over the
event. The fest officially began with
prayer song and lighting of the lamp.
Events like Hunky Brains (AV Quiz),
under the guidance of Mrs. Savitha,
faculty coordinator and  Mr
Basavamurthy and team of 3rd year
BCA, Byte Fusion (C Coding) under the
guidance of Mrs. Umadevi C, faculty
coordinator and Mr.Abilash and team of
3rd year BCA, The Mystery Chase
(Treasure Hunt) under the guidance of
Mr Manoj, faculty coordinator and Mr
Sanjay and team of 3rd year BCA,
Sargam (Antakshari) guided and
overseen by Mrs Naina, faculty
coordinator and Miss Vismaya and her
team of 3rd year BCA respectively, were
conducted for the juniors.Students of 1st
year and 2nd year BCA actively
participated in these events.Mr Yuvaraj
and his team of 1st year BCA emerged as
winners of Hunky Brains, Mr Shreyas
and Mr Sameer of 2nd year BCA were
the winners of Byte Fusion, Mr Hemanth
Kumar and team of 2nd year BCA were
the ultimate victors of The Mystery
Chase and Mr Ravikumar and team of
2nd year BCA emerged as the winners of
Sargam.

Meanwhile, a series of enjoyable fun
games was meticulously organized by Mr.
Susesh and Mr. Melbin, who ensured the
smooth running of these activities of other
department students. Additionally, to
cater to culinary delights and refreshments,
food stalls were expertly managed by Mr.
Joel, Miss Muthmain, and Mr. Afreed,
offering a variety of snacks and drinks to
enhance the event experience for students
and staffs. Following the lunch break, the
Rock Single (Solo Dance) and Fire on the
floor (Group Dance) competitions
commenced at 2:20 PM, skillfully
organized by Miss Krithika of 3rd year
BCA. The judging panel, consisting of
Miss Liya from the Faculty of Psychology
and Miss Prakurthi from the Faculty of
Commerce,diligently assessed the
performances.
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On 3rd October 2023, the Department of
Computer Science at Christ College, Mysuru
organized an inter department peer to peer
education program from 9:00AM to
10:00AM . IIIrd year BCA students were
divided into nine different groups where
each team handled classes on different topics
like Web-designing, Impact of AI in
business, Cyber Attacks , Cyber Security in
Business , CHATGPT , Internet Of Things ,
Metaverse , AI Tools and Automation in
industries. 
Each group were assigned different classes of
BCom, BBA and BA. The program started
with introduction of the group members and
a brief introduction about the topic which
was then followed by the presentation where
they explained in detail about the topic. The
program provided information and gave
insight to the students which helped the
students from different streams to gain
knowledge about different emerging
technologies. 
The program was interactive and it was a
new experience for the students who took
the class and there were teachers in each
class to monitor the students and who were
listening to the class.

-Vismaya, 3rd BCA

INNOVIBE 



This is a report to share my experience on
the industrial visit  to Excelsoft
technologies, Mysore dated 11-10-2023
from Christ College Christ College, Mysore.
We 47 students of Final year BCA along
with 2 Faculty members Fr. Saitto Thomas
and Mrs. Divya R formed the group to
explore Excelsoft Technologies Pvt., Ltd.
Excelsoft is a EduTech company, where
they mainly focus on the technology which
improves the education in terms of
technology. It is a good platform for
learning where they have built many
products and services.As we researched
about their company,we came to know that
their headquarters is located at Mysore and
they have more than 20 years of experience
with more than 900 professionals, 200+
customers in 25+ countries.They have
achieved more than 50 awards and they
have active clients around the world. Their
main perspective is learning > assessment >
analytics.
Vishwanth Sir, taught us about the full
stack development, deployment, database,
SDLC app performance, security etc.,
Janakiraman Sir who is the product
manager in Excel Soft introduced about the
work and efficiency of website, learning
management system, products and services
service, SARAS the corporate solution and
also he taught us about the role of admin
and end users and to know the needs of the
customer.

KRISTOS

The BCA department at Christ College
organized a special talk on Exploring the
dynamic world of programming languages
on 26th October, 2023 at 02:00 PM in the
college auditorium.
Mr. Karthik Kumar M, Assistant Professor,
Department of Me, ATME College of
Engineering, Mysuru was the guest invited
by Mrs.Umadevi. Sir started the session with
quoting the lines  "Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I
learn" and provided insights into the ever-
evolving landscape of programming
languages and the crucial role they play in
modern technology.

and how new languages have emerged to
address specific problem domains. He
provided valuable insights into why certain
languages gain popularity and what set
them apart. Real world examples were
demonstrated to illustrate the significance
of open-source communities in shaping the
programming language ecosystem. He
encouraged students to actively participate
in open source projects. This special talk
served as an enlightening discussion for the
students of first year BCA.
The emcee of the event was Presilla , the
guest profile was read by Nidhishree  and
vote of thanks was rendered by Manjima of
1st year BCA.

SPECIAL TALK ON EXPLORING THE DYNAMIC WORLD OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

From this educational visit we came to know
what all the places we can focus in IT field like
UI/UX designer, security engineer, data
analyst, pre-sales engineer etc., this created the
awareness in us on how to conquer a role and
how to upskill ourselves.
Vathsala  ma'am  taught  us  the difference
between college field and market trend. They
introduced some of the EduTech-based
applications which is more helpful to the
students like us some may include like
SpringBoard, Udemy, Coursera etc.
Overall I heartily thank all the people who
spent their valuable time to show us a path
which was very helpful for our future to lead
good life in our stream and I thank our
Principal of Christ College, Mrs. Reena
Sebastian, HOD of Department of BCA, Mrs.
Divya and all faculty members who were the
part of this industrial visit.

INDUSTRIAL INSIGHTS  I am grateful to  them as we learnt many
things from this industrial visit and came
across some ideas for taking the next
step after the degree. It was a very useful
industrial visit to know more about the
IT field demands and to build ourselves
to suit their work need.

Sanjay, 3rd BCA

Guest interacting with the
students.

He highlighted how languages have evolved
to meet the changing needs of developers 
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Christmas and Capella Guelleria

Yogasana 

Christites @ yuva sambhrama & yuva dasara
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 Rakshitha S K, 1st BCA from
Christ College was selected
at the University of Mysore
for All India Inter University
Yogasana at Anna
University Sports Board,
Chennai. 

Proud Christites

The Christ choir “Capella Guelleria” participated
in the 19th Diocesan Carol singing competition
which was held on December 3rd, 2023 at St.
Philomena’s College, Mysore. 

They also participated in the Carmel Catholic
Association Carol singing competition held at
Teresian College on December 10, 2023.

On the eve of Naada Habba Dasara 2023, 35
students represented Christ College, Mysuru
at Yuva Sambhrama. More than 300 colleges
from across Karnataka participated at the
Open Air Theatre on 10th of October 2023. 
By giving a mesmerizing performance at
Yuva Sambhrama, Christities got selected for
Yuva Dasara. 
As a token of gratitude, the Christ College
Management gave a High-Tea to the
participants and the faculty members in
charge.

Snippets of
Yuva

Sambhrama 



    CHRISTMAS ILLUMINATION @ CHRIST - GLORIA 2K23 
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christ cup 2k23 - VICTORY STARTS WITH UNITY
The next day of the Christ Cup started with a basketball
match for men and women between various colleges. The
final match of volleyball was also conducted. The Christ Cup
for the year 2023-24 was concluded by prize distribution.
Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Principal, Christ College awarded the
winner and Runner-up of the volleyball match men's section
with SBRR Mahajana’s College winning the 1st place and JSS
College winning the 2nd place. 

In the basketball match, Teresian College won 1st place, JSS
Women’s College won 2nd place in the women’s section and
in the men's section JSSAHHR won 1st place and MICA
College won 2nd place. The winner was awarded the cash
prize and trophy by Rev. Fr. Rejo Jacob, Academic Co-
Ordinator, Christ College Mysuru. 

The Emcee of the 1st-day tournament was Shruthi of 3rd
year B.Com. Welcome speech was done by Geya 2nd year
BA. The vote of thanks was rendered by Kushi Kaveramma
of 3rd year B.com. The Emcee for the 2nd day was Shreya’s
3rd year BA.

On November 16th and 17th 2023, the Department of
Physical Education at Christ College Mysuru organized a
two-day sports tournament named “CHRIST CUP” on the
college grounds at 10:00 am. The program was
inaugurated by Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Principal, Rev. Fr. Rejo
Jacob, Academic Co-Ordinator, and Mr. Mohan Kumar,
HOD, Department of Physical Education, Christ College
Mysuru. Christ Cup is a platform for the students to
showcase their talent and sportsmanship. 

In this Sports tournament of 2 days, 50 colleges took part.
On the first day of the tournament, both throwball and
volleyball for men and women section took place. In the
afternoon session, the semi-finals and finals of the
throwball match were conducted. The day concluded with
valedictory and prize distribution. GSSS Women's
Engineering College won 2nd place in throwball and JSS
Women’s College won first place. Whereas in the men's
section, Christ College Mysuru won 2nd place and SBRR
Maharaja’s College won 1st place. They were awarded the
cash prize and trophy by Rev. Fr. Jinto Jose, Principal,
Christ College Mysuru. 
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